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DIGITAL ON-BOARDING 
PMS Client on-boarding : Walk-through  
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 Unifi’s RMs & Distributor’s/RIA RMs to access and initiate onboarding in the 
portal/platform.

 The details of the clients (AOF Checklist) are to be collected before initiating the 
onboarding process on the platform.

 Currently, the portal is enabled only for KYC/KRA registered clients.

 Currently, the portal is enabled only for clients who are resident Indians.



1. Portal Login
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 E-mail id used for login. (when 

the user leaves the organization, 

logins can be disabled)

 OTP based login for enhanced 

security.

 https://pms.1silverbullet.tech/login

https://pms.1silverbullet.tech/login


2. Onboard New Client
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 In this log-in page, ‘Onboard New 

Client’ to be clicked.

 Currently, this process is enabled 

only for KYC/KRA Registered 

clients.

 Enter PAN number and select 

the Product & Strategy details.

xxxxxxxxxxx



3. CKYC Data Fetch
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 Here, DOB of the client to be 

filled and click continue.

 The portal fetches the data from 

CKYC/KRA archives.

 Select CKYC/KRA option & click 

continue.



4. Personal Details
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 Here, click ‘Edit’.

 Select the Salutation, Place of 

birth, and Identification type and 

fill the identification number.

 Fill the Name as per Aadhar in 

the “Name as per Aadhar” field.

 Marital status & proof of identity 

as per KRA to be selected.



5. Personal Details
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 Ensure the Parent and Spouse 

(optional) details are correct.

 Ensure the address and proof of 

address are as per KRA.

 If not, please use the Edit option 

and make the changes in the 

platform.

 If the Permanent and 

correspondence address are 

different as per KRA then use the 

EDIT option and make the changes 

in the platform.



6. Contact details
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 Ensure the mobile no. and 

Email id are as per KRA.

 If not, please use the Edit 

option and make the changes 

in the platform.



7.  Additional details - Identity & Income
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 Select the Identity details

 Occupation details - (optional)

 Income details – Please 

fill/select the mandatory field 

under the Income details



8. FATCA & Bank account details
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 Bank account details to be 

filled by using EDIT option.

 FATCA/CRS details are to be 

selected on this screen.

 Currently, the platform is enabled 

only for Resident Indians. 



9. Pre-defined user preferences, Joint account
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 We can add up to 3 applicants 

under a single client id.

 For applicant II & applicant III, 

the previous steps are to be 

repeated. 

 Pre-defined User preferences  

if any (optional)

 Disclosure of interest if any 

(optional)

.



10. Nominee details
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 Please fill the Nominee details 

if any.
.



11. Investment & Risk Profile
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 Investment profile to be 

filled in.

 Risk profile to be filled in.



12. Fee Details
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 Under the last drop-down 

select the respective Fee.



13. Investment Details
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 Fill the quantum of investments 

and select the respective RM 

details and submit.

 Account created and  submitted 

to checker successfully.



14. Your Customers
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 The details go to the  HO 

back-office team (checker) 

for further processing.
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